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• Seating solutions
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• Connected functions
• Interview with Shawn

Presentation outline

©Permobil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Determining the optimal solution for seating and mobility for a person living with ALS takes a team approach with all members staying up to date on the technology available and applicable to a person who utilizes a power mobility device. This webinar hopes to provide solutions to ease the often complicated and overwhelming decision-making process that occurs when a person experiences physical changes with their mobility and the discussion of power mobility takes place.  We will discuss options for seating solutions that may be beneficial for people living with ALS.  We will provide suggestions for seat cushions, back supports, positioning components, head supports and then transition to power mobility base selection and power seat functions.  Discussing what power seat functions can be useful for functional tasks, increasing comfort, and how those seat functions can increase the ability to stay up in a power wheelchair for an individual’s desired time frame. This webinar will also discuss advances in technology for drive control methods to seek out and trial with your equipment team.  We will also discuss a first-hand journey though equipment selection, drive control technology, and adapting to changing needs while living life with ALS. 



Client-Centered 
Equipment Provision

©Permobil

Includes:
• Teamwork
• Empowerment
• Partnership
• Needs, values, wants of each 

individual
• Individual > System

(Larson-Ranada & Lindstrom, 2019; Nelligan, 2002)

Provides:
• Reduced equipment-abandonment
• Improve the Person-Technology 

match
• Improved client outcomes and 

satisfaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we as practitioners, including ATPs and clinicians, utilize client-centered equipment provision practices, this means we are working as part of a team with the client leading us to our end result.  We are considering the effect of our intervention on the person, actively encouraging someone to participation in their own care and taking their needs, values, and wants into consideration when making a plan. This method of care provision also allows the client needs to exceed the system needs, and in our case this would be related to funding and policy. In an article by Larson-Ranada and Lindstrom published in the Assistive Technology Journal in 2019, they indicated that a client centered approach to Assistive Technology  is an important factor for the service delivery process and user satisfaction.



Power Mobility as an 
Intervention

• Increased ability to participate
• Sense of competence
• Increased self-esteem
• Comfortable
• Improved mobility 

“Freedom to go where I want”
“Safer and Faster” 
“It’s easier for caregivers”

©Permobil
(Ward, et al., 2015)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PIADS scale psychosocial impact of assistive devices scaleSurvey taken at 1 month and 6 months post-provision of PWC47 surveys at 1 month 36 at 6 months



Team approach to seating 
and mobility 

• Client
• Family
• Caregiver
• Physician 
• Nurse
• Therapy: Physical, Occupational,  

Speech & Respiratory
• Social worker/case manager
• Equipment providers: Mobility, 

Communication device, Respiratory 
and Oxygen/Supplies

• ALS association representative

©Permobil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depending on your care setting.  �VA multi-diciplinary clinic in Cleveland has all of these plus:  palliative care, home oxygen company, research staff, telehealth, nutrition, PVA national service officer



Mobility Equipment and 
ALS

Advances in understanding of 
medical management and quality of 
life is increasing life expectancy of 
people living with ALS

Leading to More: 
- life-sustaining measures
- technology 
- clinical trials

Resulting in:
- chronic sitting complications
- ongoing mobility assessments
- complex seating needs

©Permobil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is imperative that people living with ALS get the ongoing and mre frequent care they need once mobility needs start changing, clinicans also need to be aware of changing needs and frequency of re-evaluation.  



Evaluation Considerations

• Evaluation considerations

©Permobil
http://www.mackeith.co.uk/ from ICF: A Hands-On Approach for Clinicians and Families (2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin the look at the evaluation process, it is always useful to refer back to the ICF framework, and I really liked the diagram provided here which is from a book “ICF: A Hands-On approach for clinicians and Families” published in 2019.  It paints a more personalized look at what we traditionally understand of the ICF Framework.  As the editors summarize “ The ICF Framework is a tool to expand our thinking and actions across all dimentsions of the field of healthcare providing more rich opportunities to rethink and improve”. Moving on to Participation:  defined by the CDC as “Involvement in a life situration”, this is an area that in a busy working environment could easily get overlooked, but in reality it is a person’s ability to engage in their life and that is really what we are all providing equipment to create, right?   In the book referred to earlier, A Hands-on approach to the ICF for Clinicans and Families,  participation is considered the pinnacle of health, regardless of how those activities are accomplishedGender, age, coping styles, social background, education, experience, behaviro patterns, perceptions

http://www.mackeith.co.uk/


Evaluation considerations: 
Goals

• Functional positioning
• Mobility
• Comfort
• Managing fatigue
• Decrease risk of pressure injuries
• Preserve quality of life

©Permobil



Evaluation considerations: 
Needs

• Supportive seating 
• Facilitate sit to stand transfers
• Upper extremity (glenohumeral) 

support
• Integration of multiple drive 

controls
• Switch access
• Advanced programming capabilities
• Reliable and dependable 

configuration and service

©Permobil



Seating systems: Seating surface

©Permobil

Risks for skin impairment
• Age
• Nutritional status
• Rapid weight loss
• Medications
• Vascular compromise 
• Immunosuppression
• Duration of time in a seated position

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Antequated research one stated that people with ALS were not at high risk for PI due to multiple factors, one is intact sensation, collagen bundle in dermis remains intat, delayed return phenomenon….Vascular compromise from hypoxiaMedications: steroidsDiabetesObesitySmokingHx of pressure injruiesAmyotroph Lateral Scler Other Motor Neuron Disord. 2000 Jun;1(3):191-9It has been repeatedly noted, but never as yet fully explained, that patients with ALS do not develop bedsores even at the terminal stage. Furthermore, the skin of ALS patients feels supple, like tanned leather, and loses elasticity. When the skin is stretched, it returns only sluggishly to its original position. We termed this property of skin 'delayed return phenomenon (DRP)'; it is usually seen more than 2 1/2 years after the onset of symptoms. Though it is thought that phenomena such as DRP and the absence of bedsores are characteristic of this disease, little attention has been paid to these unique features in ALS patients. In this review we summarize recent developments in research on skin from ALS patients, which may give insight into the possible mechanisms and pathogenesis underlying this disorder.J Am Acad Dermatol. 1987 Dec;17(6):1006-12.Patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis are usually confined to bed within a few years from the onset of the disease; however, In this study, skin from patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, neuromuscular diseases other than amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and nonneurologic disorders has been examined by light and electron microscopy for morphologic changes in the connective tissue. On physical examination of the skin in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis patients, the stretched fold showed a delayed relaxation phase. On light microscopy, collagen bundles in the dermis were disoriented, separated, and fragmented, especially in the papillary dermis. Ultrastructurally, extensive deposits of amorphous, fine granular material in the ground substance compartment of the dermis were observed. The preceding cutaneous changes became more apparent as the disease advanced. We speculate that the deposition of this amorphous material may play the role of pressure absorber, thus preventing the occlusion of blood vessels.



Seating systems: Seating Surface

©Permobil

How do you choose:
• Skin protection
• Comfort
• Stability
• Transfers



Seating systems: Back supports

©Permobil

How do you choose
• Balance 
• Comfort
• Functional mobility
• Skin 
• Stability 
• Adjustable 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Put QR Code and bitly on Title slide and through the first approx. 10 min of slides.  Give instructions: The QR Code should be scanned during the first 10 min of class to access the sign in sheet.  If participants are having trouble using the QR Code, they can type in the bitly to their phone/tablet/computer to access the sign in sheet.  The QR Code and bitly to access the sign in sheet will not be shown after the first 10 min of class; this ensures that participants have attended sufficient class time to receive the CEUs.At the end of the class, we will give the specific course code (as usual) and participants will access the Permobil Academy page on the Permobil website as usual to complete their CEUs.  Attendance of the entire class + Sign in via QR or bitly + Completed Assessment = CEUs



Seating system: Secondary supports

©Permobil

Posterior and lateral elbow blocks
Arm troughs
Pelvic guides
Anterior knee supports
Chest and lap belt
Plus skin protection and comfort



Seating systems: Head Support

©Permobil

Adjustable
Comfortable
Interaction with drive controls
Interaction with power seat 
functions



Power Mobility Base

©Permobil©Permobil
(Mitchell, 2013)



PatientsLikeMe Survey

51% Drivability on rough surfaces 
41% Improved comfort and support
31% Custom settings
30% Drive assist/back-up camera
26% Add-ons for easy and safe transfers

171 people living with ALS, MS and 
Spinal Cord Injury & using power 
mobility equipment reported that 
ways to improve their satisfaction 
with their power wheelchair would 
be: 

©Permobil



Power mobility: Drive wheel position

©Permobil

Drive wheel position
Drive lock-out
Tracking technology
Suspension
Transportation
Functional positioning
Seating system positions



Base selection: Considerations for wheelchair evaluation 

©Permobil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we start to look at more of a wheel to the ground perspective, we know that there are typically three categories of drive wheel configurations (center wheel drive), which are characterized as a very basic level by drive wheel position and wheels on the ground. I have heard many analogies to try to explain to someone how a wheelchair drives, and these could be regional references, I apologize.  But I have heard a front wheel drive is like a forklift, so you know if you have someone who has worked with a forklift before you are golden, right?  Moving to MIdWheel drive, I have heard this described as a “zero turn lawn mower”.  I don’t know if many people have a reference for that, I have never used one!  And then for rear wheel drive, it can be referred to the way most similar to how a vehicle drives, and in my research that really relates to older vehicles  and I immediately think of the station wagon that would take up the whole parking lot trying to maaneuver into a spot. Are there any other references you often give someone? 



Drive wheel position 

©Permobil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an image of an over head view with a 360 degree pivot., with the center point being the center of the wheel.  We most closely relate maneuverability to turn radius, but it is also influenced by L-turns, 45 degree turns,  short bouts of movement, maintaining a straight course while changing directions.  Also thinking about the environment of where the manuverability is taking place. Is there a slight incline?  Is there a terrain change from carpet to hardwood, where torque and /or power could come into play. Drive wheel position determed by: your preference, home environment, speed, comfort, positioning, transportation, torque, obstacles, seat functions, 



©Permobil

Single
Switch 

Multiple 
Switches

Specialty Input 
Device: Proportional 

Standard Joystick

More

Less

Stability, Control, 
Range of Motion, 
Endurance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally speaking, proportional controls are preferred to multiple switches.Start with a Standard joystick? Maybe Compact light (lower force, programmable throw, more mounting optionsHead array?  Not for BulbarMicroPilot (isometric so can be mounted under an arm rest, in a tray, in a hand)



Standard Joystick

Drive Controls

©Permobil

Specialty Input 
Device: 
Proportional 

Specialty Input 
Device: Multiple 
Switch Control

Specialty Input 
Device: Single 
Switch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also remember that with the right team supporting you, equipent providers, manufacturers, therapists anything is possible.  HADS- hybrid alternative drive system (switch puff array) using SXi box. The hybrid foot drive here from Steven Mitchell Cleveland VAI called him to get some idea of what sort of function he still had available. It sounded like he had the residual function to use both lower extremities with gravity reduced. I found a couple of footplates back in the storeroom, mounted switches on each side, stuck a layer of ABS plastic on top to reduce friction, and fabricated a harness of color-coded extension cables that was long enough to reach the hub. Permobil was gracious enough to support sending my territory sales manager, Jim Brown, ATP, to the veteran's home to reconfigure the chair. It took Jim less than a half-hour to install everything. It was the veteran who decided which footplate would be used to steer and which would be used for forward and reverse.



Eye Gaze
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Tolt Technologies 
Ability Drive
www.tolttechnologies.com

©Permobil

Photo: als-connect.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercially available Eye Gaze productPhoto from : https://als-connect.org/2020/05/22/you-made-me-want-to-live-how-eye-gaze-technology-can-keep-life-fulfilling-for-people-with-als/



Switch access

©Permobil



Tracking Technology
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Is it standard, can it be added, 
does it have it?

Drive controls + Tracking: 
Switch control easier in FWD 
less caster direction change

Less input device movement: 
increased safety and activity 
tolerance

©Permobil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final component in performance relates to tracking.  You can have the best motor and suspension system but if the chair is unable to hold it’s course, it will be come not only difficult for the driver but very frustrating.   As we know tracking technology is essential with FWD and because of this, we are seeing that it can actually be easier to drive FWD with switches because now you control for the fishtail experience and also have less caster swivel and whip.  For anyone driving with alternative drives, tracking technology is required as it decreases the amount of input that a person has to give, reducing their effort, increasing their tolerance to driving and ultimately could allow them to stay up in their chair longer and engaged in their life roles.  



Programming

©Permobil

• Speed
• Acceleration/Deceleration
• Torque and Power
• Tracking technology for 

switch control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When thinking about bse selection it may be helpful to think about how different programming parameters will impact the ride. Historically Group 3 RWD chairs were traveling faster than MWD, so speed may be a consideration.  Also thinking about the impact of turning up or down accellerations/deceleration especially on a mid wheel drive where you have more caster whip.  Also thinking about how you can adjust torque to allow for ease of climbing as well as in this video we are seeing the ability to further enhance tracking technology when using switch control.  So if a switch control is added, in this video a single switch scan just for demo, with standard tracking settings used with a joystick you will see the drive path on the first video and then with enhanced switch control tracking on the right.  



Power mobility: Seat Functions

©Permobil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Power seat functions like tilt, recline and elevating legrests help with:ComfortBalance and head controlPressure redistributionEdema managementFunctional position for transfers, reaching, respiratory care, bladder care, swallowing, 



FWD MWD

Out of the box programming to 
limit driving in tilted or reclined 
positions

Drive in almost any position
- Tilt, recline or total back angle

©Permobil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also thinking about static and dynamic positioning needs.  Typically a FWD allows for greater extreme ranges of total angles when you re3quire the need to move independently or be moved in some of these positions. This has a lot to do with the stability of the seating system on the base when moving.  Many MWDs will have smaller ranges of what we know of as drive lock-out, and some manufacturers allow this to be changed through programming but remember that they may not have been tested with your client’s body style, for  example if a drive lockout is set to 20 degrees and you change it to 25 or 30 degrees, and they have a large trunk and smaller legs as well as a ventilator and 10 pound back-pack, that can impact the safe ranges of actuator movement. 



Power seat functions

©Permobil

Frequency of use: 
• TILT: 32%: 3-5 times per day and 23% 11-20 times per day
• RECLINE: 28% 3-5 times per day and 31% 11-20 times per day
• ELR: 19% 3-5 times per day and 19% 11-20 times per day

Benefits of PSF:
• Improved postural support, sitting tolerance and comfort
• Elevating legrests were used more frequently than expected 

(Ward, et al., 2010)

(Wu, et al., 2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are no clinical practice guideslines for how much a person with ALS should move like there are with SCI.   We know that the more a person uses their power chair, the more they start to use the power seat functions.  



Functional positioning 

©Permobil

FWD allows more options for LE 
positioning as the footplates can be 
tucked back farther since there are no 
front casters (Lange & Minkel, 2018)

FWD you can also have more anterior 
tilt, footplates all the way to the ground 
and even standing if appropriate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In another example of functional functional positioning, being able to gettting close to transfer surfaces, tuck the footplates back as far as possible or even lower footplates all the way to the ground could make a difference in someone being able to become or maintain their independence.  For base selection, often FWD allows the footplate to be ticked back farther in both a static and dynamic driving environment, enhancing the functional positions needed and accommodating functional range of motion.  



©Permobil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This photo shows seat elevation with active reach 10 degrees included with seat elevation if selected



Power Mobility: Integrated technology 

©Permobil

Bluetooth
• iOS, Android, PC

Infrared
• Single blast only 

Permobil Connect 
• battery life availability
• seat function usage, 
• optional GPS location 

©Permobil



Power Mobility: What else do you need to bring with you?

©Permobil

Ventilator tray or soft bag
Oxygen tank
Output module
Feeding tube/IV holder
Respiratory kit
Essentials carrier
USB charger
Powertech converter/inverter
Phone/Tablet holder
Upper Extremity Tray

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Powertech signma  converter for ventilator and does have USB, 24-volt auxiliary charger port with Richardson converter  invertConnector goes into the BUS into the backrest. Step-down with cable for ventilatorRichardson has cigarette lighter plug and use car charger for surface pro.Use tobii http://www.powertechsigma.com/Inverter AC to DC



Power Mobility: Additional 
technology

©Permobil

Obstacle detection

EEG/BCI drive controls

Autonomous drive

Wireless switch control

Environment or person-tracking software

What will you discover?

©Permobil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tobii Dynavox I-13 and I 16



Personal Journey: Meet Shawn 

©Permobil

• Shawn is a 54-year-old male, who 
was diagnosed with bulbar onset 
ALS at age 48

• First power wheelchair obtained in 
2015 was a Permobil M300 with 
left hand joystick controls
• Tilt, recline, elevating leg rests, seat 

elevate
• Father, husband, network engineer, 

Notre Dame Alumni

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the time of the evaluation, Shawn is was 54 years old dx with bulbar onset ALS at 48.  No family history or hsx of environmental exposure, considered sporadic onset.  Symptoms started one year prior to diagnosis when he had trouble with his right leg, resulting in foot drop and then right shoulder weakness.  He received an M300 in August of 2015 at ALS clinic at Emory. Prior to that he purchased a used chair himself when he could still walk with a walker and used the power chair for distances.  By Spring 2016 he needed the power chair full time.  Has all 4 power seat functions, set-up with left hand (non-dominant) drive controls.  2017- could no longer use standard joystick, added a u-shaped handle and head controls but c-spine was very weak so the potential of use was minimal.  This is when they started looking at how to use Eye Gaze PC communication device to talk to OMNI to control the chair  



Personal Journey: Meet Shawn

©Permobil

Drive controls: 
• 2017 re-evaluated for new drive controls
• Prescribed Head array switch control

Shawn quickly realized that head array was not a long-term solution 
• Cervical spine was requiring more support

Shawn and his son John went to work creating his own Specialty Input 
Device and applications interfacing Permobil OMNI controls with Eye 
Gaze PC



Questions for Shawn

©Permobil

1. What programming modifications have helped you use your chair with increased independence?

2. Before you had your Eye Gaze PC, did you use any Bluetooth or IR functions from your power 
wheelchair?

3. What have you found to be helpful in protecting your skin, keeping you comfortable, and supporting 
your posture?

4. You recently were prescribed a new chair and decided to select a front wheel drive, what was that 
decision process and what differences do you notice?

5. What power seat functions do you have on your new chair?

6. What advice do you have for a person with ALS who is starting the process of obtaining a power 
wheelchair? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adding ESPVS legrestsSwitch ESP1. What programming modifications have helped you use your chair with increased independence?Enhanced Steering Performance or ESP was a significant improvement for Eye Driving. Before the addition of ESP on my M300 I had to constantly make small driving adjustments. Fortunately ESP is standard on my new F3. Another significant addition was memory settings. To use eye gaze the position of the seat back is critical and being able to easily restore to the correct angle is very important. I will add that Permobil Connect is also very useful to see seating angles, it’s a new tool for me and very helpful.�Before you had your Eye Gaze PC, did you use any Bluetooth or IR functions from your power wheelchair? My M300 did have a Bluetooth module and while I could still move my arm I did use it with Apple ios Switch Control to control my iPhone. If I had IR functions at that time I would probably have used them.�What have you found to be helpful in protecting your skin, keeping you comfortable, and supporting your posture?The ROHO Quadtro Select High Profile cushion has really helped me. I got my first one a couple of years ago and it helped me to heal some pressure sores and prevented me from developing a serious problem. I have one in both powerchairs and I use one in my lift chair. Particularly in the powerchair having the ability to lock in the four quadrants helps posture and gives relief. I haven’t tried the new ROHO cushion but for where my problem pressure areas are located it also looks interesting.You recently were prescribed a new chair and decided to select a front wheel drive, what was that decision process and what differences do you notice?The midwheel drive is very stable but I think I can get around tighter spaces with the front wheel drive. When Kathy drives me into the van she has one less set of caster wheels to worry about. I was also interested in getting ESP without worrying if insurance would pay for it. The driving experience has a little different feel because initially there is a sense of the rear casters turning you but after a few days I did not notice anymore. You can definitely make tighter turns and don’t have to gauge where the drive wheel is at like the midwheel drive. I think not having the front casters also gives me a smoother ride, the F3 suspension also makes a very big difference.�What power seat functions do you have on your new chair?I have recline, Active Height, tilt including 10 degrees of anterior tilt, and I have a VS legrest. Recline is useful to get me in a good position for eye gaze, head support, transfers and getting through tight doorways. Being able to elevate is definitely a dignity feature because people tend to be more respectful when they are not looking down at you. It also helps us with transfers. Tilt helps me with head position, transfers, getting through tight doorways, and pressure relief. The VS legrest is awesome. I used to have to strap my feet which would become very uncomfortable. Now knee pads keep my legs secure. I can elevate my legs, and I can lower or raise the footplates.�What advice do you have for a person with ALS who is starting the process of obtaining a power wheelchair? First I would say don’t wait. Some people, including me, resist the idea. You don’t want to fall so get started on the process of getting a powerchair as early as possible. It takes a while to get evaluated, navigate insurance, and to build your powerchair so you want to start at least six months before your anticipated need. Test drive both a front wheel drive and mid wheel drive powerchair. Think about your home environment. Get all four power seat functions, including elevate (Active Height). Insurance will not consider paying for another powerchair for five years so get every feature that can be justified, including things like lateral supports. I highly recommend getting Enhanced Steering Performance (ESP) because it is possible and probably even likely that you will need an alternative drive control in the future. Consider what you might need for your cushion to prevent pressure sores, ROHO has done wonders for me. �



©Permobilhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06pjhd3zfZU&feature=youtu.be
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Resources

ALS Association: www.als.org
Permobil Foundation: www.permobilfoundation.org
Permobil US: www.permobilus.com

YouTube link for Shawn & John’s EyeDrive video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06pjhd3zfZU&feature=youtu.be

Steven Mitchell LinkedIn Article: 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-effectively-provide-complex-rehab-technology-home-
steve/?trackingId=

Permobil webinar “Power of Preparation: What to Consider for a Wheelchair Evaluation”. 
https://hub.permobil.com/permobil-product-webinar-form-page

©Permobil

http://www.als.org/
http://www.permobilfoundation.org/
http://www.permobilus.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06pjhd3zfZU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-effectively-provide-complex-rehab-technology-home-steve/?trackingId=
https://hub.permobil.com/permobil-product-webinar-form-page


Summary

• Power mobility can have a positive influence on quality of life
• Use of multiple power seat functions helps with comfort, tolerance, edema 

management
• Drive controls and switch access need to be constantly and consistently 

reassessed
• Select seating solutions for skin protection, comfort, stability, posture, & 

function
• Discuss computer access an environmental controls
• Utilize resources: ALS Association, Permobil Foundation, PALS, PT/OT
• If we know that a Permobil is going to a person with ALS it is expedited to be 

built within 1 day.
©Permobil



Questions?



permobil.com |

Thank you!

300 Duke Drive, Lebanon, TN 37090

800.736.0925

Jennith.Bernstein@permobil.com

Shawn Sexton: sexton@alumni.nd.edu
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